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SUMMARY

An experimental investigation was conducted to gain some under-

standing of the character of the free vibration modes of liquids in

oblate spheroidal tanks applicable in missile and space vehicle systems.

Measured natural frequencies were obtained for the lowest three or four

antisymmetric modes of oscillation as a function of the liquid depth
for three orientations of each of several such tanks of different size

and oblateness. The orientations considered were such that: (a) the

equator of the spheroid was horizontal and oscillations were along a

diameter of the circular liquid surface; (b) the equator of the spheroid

was vertical and the oscillations were along the minor axis of the ellip-

tical liquid surface; and (c) the equator of the spheroid was vertical

and the oscillations were along the major axis of the elliptical liquid

surface. The frequency data are presented as dimensionless parameters

developed for each orientation to permit the application of the experi-

mental results to the prediction of the natural frequencies of tanks of

different size and oblateness. Photographs were made of representative

surface wave or modeshapes for each orientation.

INTRODUCTION

Recent investigations in the field of liquid fuel sloshing have

shown the need for basic research to broaden the knowledge of the natural

frequencies of liquids contained in tanks of various shapes, sizes, and

geometries. The naturalfrequencies of liquids in spheres and right

circular cylinders (ref. l) and in toroids (ref. 2) have been experi-

mentally investigated and compared with theory wherever practical. Other

configurations such as circular ring tanks (ref. 3) and conical tanks

(ref. 4) have been examined analvvtically. A rather comprehensive review

and bibliography concerning the behavior of liquids in their containers

is given in reference 5. Information pertaining to the natural fre-

quencies of liquids contained in oblate spheroids is of immediate impor-

tance since this type of tank will be employed in various stages of

boost systems currently being built.
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The purpose of this paper is to report the results of an experi-
mental investigation of the natural_0freq_en_les and modeshapes of
liquids contained in oblate spher_oidaltanks. The natural frequencies
and modeshapes of the liquid motions were _btained for tanks having
major axes of 6, 13, andi26 inches, ratios __f minor to major axes of
0.5, 0.75, and 1.03 liquid depths ranging from empty to full, and for
different orientations with respect to the direction ofoscillatlon.
The natural frequencies are presented as dimensionless parameters to
permit application of the results_o tankS_thin the range of sizes
and geometrical configurations of practical interest.

SYMBOLS

a

b

semimaJor spheroidal axis, in.

semiminor spheroidal axis, _ in.

L

1

2

6

4

f

g

h

hc

measured natural frequency, cps

acceleration due to gravity, in./sec 2

liquid depth in spheroid, in.

liquid depth in equivalent circular cylinder (see eq. (1)),

i h(Sb- h I in.
2b -h J

liquid depth in equlvale_t elliptlc cylinder (see eq. (3))#

i h(l + 4a - h) in.

first derivative of the Bessel function of the first order

and first kind

k constant proportional to positive parametric zeros of the
first derivatives of the Mathieu functions

L

n

characteristic length

an integer designatingthe mode of liquid oscillation

r radius of equilibrium Circular liquid surface, in.

semimaJor axis of elliptic equilibrium surface, in.

cn nth root of J_(Cn) = 0 _
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e_,n equivalent elliptic cylinder frequency parameter for longitu-

dlnal orientations, _n,l_ _ i

k_, n tanh(___ k_,n)
V

8t,n

_n

equivalent elliptic cylinder frequency parameter for transverse

orientations, a_ll- 1 1

1

V
kt, n tanh(_ kt, _

frequency parameter for longitudinal orientations, COn__--
Ig

_n

_n

equivalent circular cylinder frequency parameter for horizontal

frequency parameter for transverse orientations, ahI_-
_g

ah measured natural frequency of oscillation of nth mode,

radians/sec

_n calculated natural frequency of oscillation of nth mode,

radians/sec

Subscripts:

longitudinal

t transverse

n mode

APPARATUS AND TEST PROCEDURE

Apparatus

Description of models.- The models of spheroidal tanks studied in

these tests consisted of nine configurations, each of which was oriented

in three ways with respect to the direction of the liquid oscillations.

These orientations are shown in the sketch in figure 1 which also

includes the tabulated dimensions of the models tested. Orientations

of the tanks for the various liquid modes are listed as follows:
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Plane of spheroid Directio_ of applied oscillation withOrientation
equator respect to plane of spheroid equator

Horizontal

Longitudinal

Transverse

Horizontal

Vertical

Vertical

Paralle i

Par alle i

Perpendicular

In all modes, the direction of oscillation was in a plane parallel to

the equilibrium liquid surface.

All models were constructed of clear Plexiglas to permit visual

observations of the liquid motions. In all cases water was used as the

liquid.

Mechanical shaker.- The models were mounted on a support platform

which was suspended in pendulum fashion from overhead beams. Oscilla-

tions of the models were induced by means of a mechanical shaker which

was connected directly to the support platform as shown in figure 2.

The mechanical shaker, described fully in reference 6, is essentially a

slider-crank mechanism driven by a variable-speed motor. A tachometer,

also shown in figure 2, was connected directly to the shaft of the drive

motor and provided a means for obtaining the excitation frequency.

Test Procedur_

The testing technique involved inducing translatory oscillation of

the models over a range of frequencies to obtain the natural frequencies

of the contained liquid. The procedure w_s repeated over the full range

of liquid depths. The mode in question w_.s induced by the mechanical

shaker and, upon full development of the wave form, the platform motion

was stopped and the frequencies were obtaJned by observing the time

required for a given number of low-amplitude oscillations during the

decay of the wave form. Representative surface wave shapes for three

orientations of a half-filled spheroid are shown in figures 3 to 9.

Data were taken for all modes detected wilh sufficient clarity for
their definition.

DATA REDUCTIO_

A sample of the test results, showing some of the data taken on

spheroid number 4, is given in figure 6. This figure shows the variation
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in the natural frequencies of the first three liquid modes, in cyole_

per second, wlth fullness ratio (h/2b for horizontal orientations and

h/2a for transverse and longitudinal orientations) for the three mutually

perpendicular orientations of the tank.

In order to apply the test results to oblate spheroidal tanks of

general geometry and size, some method of rendering the data dimension-

less is desired. This problem is greatly simplified if simple, exact,

closed form analytical expressions are available for the natural fre-

quencies of the liquid. A ratio of the measured natur&l frequencies to

the frequencies predicted by such expressions yields the ideal dimension-

less parameter.

Since no simple, closed form, analytical expressions exist for the

natural liquid frequencies in oblate spheroidal tanks, some alternate

nondimensionalization procedure must be found. These prOCedures and

the parameters selected thereby are presented in the following _ections

for each orientation. It should be noted that the parameters selected

are not unique. Several parameters were investigated and those yielding
the best results were selected for use.

Horizontal Orientations

The frequency parameter for the horizontal modes was selected as

the ratio of the experimentally determined natural liquid frequencies _n

to the natural frequencies of a liquid contained in an upri_% circular

cylinder having a radius r equal to the radius of the liquid surface

i h(3b - h) which will yield
in the spheroid and a liquid depth hc = _ (2b - h)

a cylindrical volume equal to the volume of the liquid contained in the

spheroid. The exact expression for the liquid frequencies _n in such

a cylinder given by reference 7 is in radians per second

0n (i)

where n is the mode of liquid oscillation, g
!

due to gravity, and Cn is the nth zero of Jl"

parameter is

is the acceleration

The resulting frequency

an = _-nn= e-nnt anh Cn

(2)



Transverse and Longitudinal Orientations

An equivalent cylinder-type frequency parameter similar in appear-

ance to an (eq. (2)) can be constructed for the transverse and lon-

gitudinal orientations, but the numerical c_valuation of its ingredients

is complicated. The parameter is the ratio of the experimentally deter-

mined natural frequencies to the corresponding frequencies calculated

for liquid contained in an upright elliptic cylinder whose cross section

is congruent to the equilibrium liquid surface in the spheroid. As in

the derivation of an, the liquid depth he assigned to the hypothetical

cylinder is adjusted so that the volume of liquid contained in the cylinder

is equal to the liquid volume in the spheroid and is therefore given by

h e = _ h + 2a where h is the liquid depth in the spheroid and

a is the semimaJor spheroid axis. The natural frequency of the nth mode

of the liquid in such a cylinder in radian_ per second is given in ref-
erence 8 as

_,n = _ k_,n tanh(_ k_,n) (3a)

for longitudinal orientations and as

Ot,n _ kt, n tanh_kt,n) (3b)

for transverse orientations.

In equation (3), m is defined as the semimaJor axis of the cylinder

section and the constants k_, n end kt, n are proportional to the posi-

tive parametric zeros of the first derivatives of the Mathieu functions

as discussed in reference 8. (For the convenience of the reader, approxi-

mate values of k_, 1 end kt, 1 determined by the methods of reference 9

are plotted as functions of eccentricity in figure 7.) The resulting
frequency parameters are

e_'n = fin = _n k_,

for longitudinal orientations end

(4a)

gt, n = _n = kt, n ta_h kt, n

for transverse orientations.

(4b)
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From a d_mensional analysis based on the linearlzed theory of

liquid oscillations (ref. 7), it may be seen that a parameter of the
form

where L is some characteristic length, is sufficient to nondimension-

aline the natural frequencies of liquids in tanks having equal eccen-

tricities. For the transverse orientations, the characteristic length

was chosen as the semiminor axis b, and the parameter selected is

*n =a_ (5)

A similar parameter was developed for longitudinal orientations.

In this case the characteristic length was selected as the semlmaJor

spheroidal axis a and the frequency parameter is

(6)

DATA PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The frequency parameters developed in the preceding section are
t

presented in terms of the fullness ratio (_ for horizontal orientations

and 2_ for transverse and longitudinal orientations) in figures 8 to 12.
/

Data for the higher orientations in some of the smaller models were lim-

ited because of the difficulty in defining the orientations in these tanks.

Horizontal Orientations

The experimental frequency data from nine horizontal spheroids is

presented in terms of the equivalent circular cylinder frequency param-

eter in figure 8. Values of the frequency parameter are given as a

h
function of the tank fullness ratio _ for the first five liquid modes.

With the exception of slight scatter at the near-full condition for the

first mode, the frequency parameter is approximately unity for all modes

of all spheroids examined. It appears, therefore, that the frequency

parameter is practically independent of tank size and eccentricity and
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further that the equivalent cylinder methoc_ is accurate in predicting

the natural liquid frequencies in any horizontal spheroid subjected to

lateral oscillations.

Transverse and Longitudinal Orientations

Relationships between the natural frequency of the fundamental

liquid mode and the liquid depth in nine spheroids are presented in

figure 9 for both transverse and longitudinal orientations. The data

are presented in terms of the equivalent elliptic cylinder parameter e1
h

as a function of the fullness ratio 2_a" [_ne figure indicates that the

equivalent elliptic cylinder method yields a parameter which, although

not unity throughout the depth range, is essentially independent of both

tank size and eccentricity.

Natural-frequency--depth relationships for the first three transverse

modes of nine spheroids are presented in terms of the frequency parameter

in figures l0 and ll. Values of the frequ_ncy parameter _n are given

as a function of the tank fullness ratio _u_ for the first three modes.
2a

The figures indicate that, for a given eccentricity, the values of the

frequency parameter may be approximated by a single curve for a given

modal number with the exception of slight size-effect scatter in the

second mode at the near-empty condition for ratios of _ of 0.5 and 0.75.
a

The scatter evidenced at the near-empty condition is more pronounced

for the smallest tank (2a = 6.2 inches) in both figures 10(a) and lO(b).

This scatter is possibly due to slight irregularities in the tank due to

modeling accuracy limitations. It should _:_ noted at this point that

the mode designated as the "second mode" :n figure ll corresponds to

the "third mode" in figure lO, and that "s_cond mode" in figure lO has

no counterpart in figure ll. This fact is readily apparent by comparing

the surface wave shapes in the spheroidal tank as shown in figure 4(b)

with the surface wave shapes in the sphere of reference 1. A normal mode

of oscillation is present in the tanks hav_ng elliptical equilibrium sur-

face planforms which does not exist in tanks having circular equilibrium

surface shapes. This fact is very signlfi(_ant in any comparison of the

data of figures lO and ll.

The results obtained from the oscillation of nine longitudinally

oriented spheroids are presented in figure_ ll _id 12 in terms of the

frequency parameter _n' Values of the frequency parameter are given
h

as a function of the fullness ratio 2_a" As with the transverse orienta-

tions, the values of the frequency parameter for a given mode and tank



eccentricity maybe closely approximated by a single curve except at the
near-empty condition where somesize effect is noted in the first two
modes. Again the scatter is more pronounced for the smallest model and
is possibly due to irregularities in the tank shape. As was the case
for the transverse orientations, a normal modeof oscillation of the
liquid not present in spherical tanks was obtained for this orientation
of the spheroidal tanks. This mode, whosesurface wave for_ i_ very
similar in appearance to that of the second longitudinal mode_ _ hori-
zontal cylinder (ref. 1), corresponds to the secondmodein figures 12(a)3

12(b),and5(b).

CONCLUDING R_g_RKS

An experimental investigation was conducted to determine the natural

antisymmetric mode shapes and frequencies of a body of liquid contained

in an oblate spheroidal tank. Measured natural frequencies were obtained

for the lowest three or four modes of oscillation as a function of liquid

depth for oscillations along the three principal axes of each of several

spheroids of different size and ellipticity. All oscillations were in

a plane parallel to the equilibrium surface.

The parameter developed for oscillations of the liquid when the

equilibrium surface is circular (horizontal orientation) appears to

include the effects of both ellipticity and size. This parameter was

developed by comparing the measured natural frequencies with those In a

hypothetical equivalent circular cylinder having a cross section congruent

to the equilibrium surface and containing a volume of liquid equal to the

volume of liquid in the spheroid. This method appears to yield excellent

correlation between the frequencies of a liquid in any horizontally

oriented oblate spheroid.

Two sets of parameters were developed for orientations of the tank

yielding an elliptical equilibrium surface. The first set, developed

from an equivalent elliptical cylinder, appears to correlate both size

and ellipticlty in rendering dimensionless the fundamental natural fre-

quency for oscillations both parallel to (longitudinal orientations) and

perpendicular to (transverse orientations) the plane of the spheroid

equator.

The second set of parameters, developed from a dimensional analysis

of the llnearlzed theory of liquid oscillations, are essentially inde-

pendent of tank size but exhibit a marked dependence on eccentricity.
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It is felt that the parameters preser_tedmaybe used to correlate
the frequencies of liquids in oblate spheroidal tanks within the realm
of practical interest.

Langley Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Langley Field, Va., April ll, 1961.
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Direction of tank oscillations

II L

-__Nominol liquid

h

g

Longitudinal orientation Transverse orientation

h

1
Horizontal orientation

Spheroid configurations

Number a, in ' b, in

I 3.10 1.6

2 3.10 2.3

3 6.43 3.2

4 6A3 4.8

5 13. 13 6.6

6 13.13 9.9

7 3.10 3.10

8 6,43 6.43

9 13.13 13,13

Figure i.- Orientations and dimensions of spheroidal tanks studied.
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(a) First mode.

(b) Second mode.

(c) Third mode.
L-61-2151

Figure 5.- Surface wave shapes for first three natural modes of liquid

in a spheroid. Horizontal orientation.
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Figure 7.- Variation of k_, I

-- " kt, I

and kt, I with eccentricity.
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a,in bla

0.50 •

3.I0 0.75 •

_.oo •
0.50

6.43 0,75 []

i .oo
0.50 0

13.13 0.75 []

.oo 0

ro
o _

4F
1.2 •_

_, _o

.8

L I I I L, I

0 .2 .4 .6 ._J 1.0
Fullness ratio,hl2b

Figure 8.- Variation of frequency parameter n = _n _n tanh en

with fullness ratio for liquid in sphercids. Horizontal orientation.
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a, in

3.10

6.43

13.13

bla

0.50 e ....
0.75 •

_.oo •
0.50 @

0.75 _m

.oo
0.50 0

0.75 13

_.oo 0

,o _ _"_

.8
I I I 1 I I

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
Fullness ratio, h/2b

(a) Transverse orientations. V .......iSt, n = e_t,n _ tanh kt, n

1.4

,..2¸ _@_
8L, I 1.0 • _•

.8

L I I I I I
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

Fullness ratio, h/2a

(b) Longitudinal orientations, el,n = mt,n k

n t k_, n

Figure 9.- Variation of liquid frequency parameter with fullness ratio
for liquid in spheroids.
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40

3.6

3.2

28

2.4

2.0

16

12

.8

.4

Third mode

Q Second mode

First mode

I I I I I
0 .2 4 .6 .8 1.0

Fullness ratio, h/2a

a, in

3.10 •
6.43 g
13.13 0

I

(a) b/a = 0.50.

Figure i0.- Variation of frequency parameter (*n = (On_g)with fullness

ratio for liquid in spheroids. Transverse orientation.
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4.0 --

3.6

3.2

2.0

1.6

1.2

Third mode

Second mode

First mode

.8

.4

0 .2

I I I
.4 .6 .8

Fullness rotio, h/2o

(b) b/a = 0.75.

o, in
3.10 •
6.43

IS. IB i"1

I
I.O

Figure i0.- Concluded.
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4.4 --

_n'Xn 2.0

Second mode

First mode

t-
!

i-

o
4:

.8

.4

I I I I I
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

Fullness rotio, h/2a

Figure ii.- Variation of frequency param,:ter

with fullness ratio for liquids in sp]_eroids.

transverse orientations b/a = 1. O; s_here.

a=b,in
3._0 @
6.43 _,
13._3 0

Longitudinal and
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_n

40

36

32

28

24

20

16

12

.8

4

0

Fourth mode
@

Third mode

Second mode

O0 •

I I I I I
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

Fullness ratio, h/2o

a, in
3.10 •
6.43 @
13.13 0

(a) b/a = 0.50.

Figure 12.- Variation of frequency parameter (kn = eln_)_ith fullness

ratio for liquid in spheroids. Longitudinal orientations.
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4,0 --

_n

3.6

3.2

2.8

2.4

2.0

1.6

1.2

.8

.4

0

Fourth mode

Third mode

i • •

I
.2

Second mode

First mode

I I I
,4 .6 ,8

Fullness ratio, h/2a

I
1.0

a, in
3.10 •
6.43

13.13 []

2a

(b) b/a = o.15.

Figure 12.- Concluded.
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